Lacrosse Team Defeats Middlebury 6-2; Frey And Dyke Lead First Half Attack

MIB's varsity lacrosse team rolled up its third straight victory in impressive fashion last Wednesday by toppling Middlebury 6-2. Once again the Engineers followed the policy that "the best defense is a good offense" as they pressured throughout the game.

The game was marked by a fast first half which saw Tech build up a 4-1 lead, and a slow second half which resulted in only two goals. Montana Garnakie started the scoring of this Arrow University victory at 11 seconds after the opening face-off as Tall Wall Frey and put it in the net from the front. Next goal went to Middlebury's Jan Bonner on a bounce shot at 1:41 to tie it up. At 10:15 MIB got its first unusual goal of the season as Pete Dyke scored while two Tech men were out on penalties.

The whole story of the second period belongs to Tall Wall Frey, who, placing his best game of the year, netted three goals in rapid succession. The first came at 10:15, the second less than a minute later, and the third with half a minute to go. The last two were scored on setups from Dyke who also starred on attack.

The second half was slow with play going 25 minutes before a score, when Mentor hit again for the Panthers to make it 5-4. Didie Basque got the goal right back two minutes later as he batted in a rebound off a Middlebury defensemen to make the final score 6-2.

All in all the team's play was very aggressive if not always effective.

Baseball Team Splits In 2 Games; BC Ends String, Brandeis Bows

After suffering a devastating 15-3 shelling at the hands of BC last Tuesday the varsity baseball team bounced back to take a 3-4 thriller from Brandeis on Wednesday. The loss to BC was a complete reversal of an earlier 13-4 win and came as the result of a hit BC bunting. The Purple Eagles got to Eckl Shavdahl for two singles, two doubles, a triple, and a home run for six big runs in the first, and added two in the second off Skavdahl and reliever Martin Bressler. Brandeis came back to take a 5-4 thriller the day before came back to tie it up at 5 when two hits and two errors gave Brandeis 2 runs in the ninth. Prior to this Tech had scored two in the third on two singles, a walk, and an error. The Merrittmen surged back into the lead in the eighth when Olsine singled, went to second on a sacrifice and scored on a single by Sullivan. Tech added one on an error, walk, and double by John Sullivan in the ninth. BC runs. Tech got two in the sixth on hits by Malice and Arkfeld and a pinch hit double by Tom O'Connor.

Pushing across two runs in the eighth and one in the ninth, the varsity baseball team came from behind to top Brandeis for the second time this year. Fischer Duker played well and kept the runners out of position. The final score was 26 against 17. BC's 6 runs in the eighth inning tied it up, but the Engineers came back to win it in the ninth. Olsine was the star of the game with 3 runs scored and a hit. He also hit a single in the second inning to gain the win.

From any angle — it says "College man"

The ever-popular "College man" shirt is back. "College man" is a line of shirts, jackets, and sweaters that is designed for the modern college student. The shirts are made of high-quality materials and are available in a variety of colors and styles.

The "College man" shirt is made from a blend of cotton and polyester, which gives it a soft, comfortable feel. The shirts are available in a variety of colors, including navy, black, and gray. The shirts are also available in a variety of styles, including crew neck, v-neck, and button-down.

The "College man" shirt is an excellent choice for anyone who is looking for a comfortable, stylish shirt that is perfect for the classroom or the gym.

Three Wonderful Restaurants

Just look around campus. You'll see that the "custom" details of this Arrow University shirt are definitely "college correct." The box pleat, the soft-roll button-down collar, and the back buttons are basic requirements. In 9 solid colors, the soft-roll button-down collar, and the back button are definitely "college correct." The box pleat, popular, and available in 6 colors. Shirts, $5.00. Tie, $2.50. Shorts, $5.00.